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Only a few wartime photos of 712 in original

condition are known, some photographed

in Tunisia, and some at APG (of which most

show 712 after it had been repainted). After

studying these photos it seems 712 lived a

hard life and took some punches, with at

least three hits on the turret.

The repair patch on the turret right hand

side to a penetration is well known, and it

makes you wonder what it would have

done to the interior…and crew. This hit also

ripped off the smoke grenade rack.

Less well known is the smaller patch, and

weld repair, on the lower left turret side

which would probably have damaged the

turret ring gear and ball race. There is

another hit on the right frontal side of the

mantlet, which was repaired with welds.

The sprockets on 712 are interesting. The

right hand side sprocket has it’s spokes

aligned with teeth and bolts (first type), on

the other side the spokes align in between

teeth and bolts (introduced in August

1942). A number of the original

wide-rimmed road wheels are replaced

with later narrow-rimmed road wheels.

Some pictures of 712 show stencilling (for

air cargo) on the later type road wheels,

suggesting these were replacement

wheels.

Most likely 712 left the factory with the

second type (one piece) track guards, but

one of the track guards is of the first (two

piece) type. Both front fenders are of the

type with hinged side extension, the rear

fenders are missing. A tubular style convoy

light would have been fitted.

L I E J O N  S C H O O T  B U I L D S  T H E  V E H I C L E  C A P T U R E D  B Y  T H E  A M E R I C A N S

Fgst.Nr.250031 was the 31st Tiger to be

manufactured and left the production lines

somewhere between late October and

early November 1943 and was sent to

Tunisia, allocated to the sPz.Abt.501.

Sometime in May 1943 Tiger 712 was

abandoned by it’s crew and later found by

Allied troops, the second complete and

running Tiger “captured” during this

campaign. (the other being Tiger 131, now

at Bovington). Why and where 712 was left

by it’s crew, and what happened during it’s

service life is still a mystery.

Also known as the Aberdeen
Proving Ground Tiger or
Fgst.Nr. 250031, is the oldest
surviving Tiger I today.
Although a well known
surviving Tiger, not much of
it’s service history is known.

F G S T. N R . 2 5 0 0 3 1

AMERICA’S
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Another feature for an unknown number of early

Tiger hulls are the front side plate extensions.

They are straight and have small cut-outs in the

upper corners. My theory about this can be

found at Panzerbasics.com, “Vorpanzer study”.

There are two photos of 712 being in what

seems some sort of repair area. Interesting on

these photos are the missing armoured exhaust

covers and the partial turret number ‘ 12’. 

These photos suggest that work was done at

least to the mufflers, and the turret number was

changed at this time.

The earliest photo of 712, seemingly on the spot

were it was abandoned, and pictures when in

US hands, show no tools, tow cables, Feifel air

filters and exhaust shields on the vehicle, as if

the Panzer was rushed into action after having

had the most urgent repairs.
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4 The first exhaust shields (probably field mods) were fixed to threaded
studs welded on the sides of the armoured exhaust covers, the top
was bolted to strips which were welded to the hull. The antenna mount
on the right upper corner of the rear plate was cut off and plugged. 

Typical for Tiger-I of the sPzAbt.501 are the tool
clamps on the right hand side rear of the hull.

For modelling Fgst.Nr. 250031 I used

Dragon’s 6600 kit. This kit has most

features needed for an early Tiger-I. A

turret with two pistol ports, drum style

cupola, choice of early mantlets, early hull

side extensions, 60cm idler wheels, and

mirrored fan grids being the most

important ones. For a very early Tiger I 

the kit misses the early type 

sprockets and road wheels.

T H E  M O D E L

The outer edges of the glacis are reworked to represent the torch cut
edges as seen on very early hulls. (See “Vorpanzer study,
Panzerbasics.com) Missing weld seams are added using Magic Sculp. 

Lots of small details are added, the air intake and
convoy light are left over’s from an old Academy kit.
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A number of road wheels are of the early wide rimmed type. Filling the groove
with Magic Sculp was the easiest way to backdate the wheels. The damaged
road wheels are matched to the damage seen on 712.

A few small additions like new
locking bars were added to the
hull hatches.

The left sprocket is backdated to
the early type which had the
spokes aligned with teeth and
bolts.I applied some extra detailing to the turret,

the fan is missing on 712. There is also a
patch welded on the turret left side. Some
Tigers had two boxes fitted to either side of
the Rommelkiste, 712 still had the one on
the left side when captured.
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A German order stated that equipment

employed in Africa was to be painted in a

two-tone scheme, using RAL 8000 and RAL

7008. One source confirms the use of these

colours on 712. Careful study of good quality

b/w pictures of 712, before it was repainted at

APG, shows evidence of a two-tone scheme.

Having the German order for a two-tone camo,

and the fact there was evidence of two

colours, together with the b/w photos, I

decided that my model of 712 would have the

two-tone scheme.

Using b/w pictures of my camouflaged model

shows that the two-tone camouflage is very

hard to distinguish, especially on a dusty

vehicle. There also seems to be some truth in

the myth of green Tigers in Tunisia…

Depending on light conditions, and the angle

viewing the model, the overall colour can

appear more green than yellow. Possibly some

crews painted two thirds of their tank green,

instead of the ordered one third, increasing

this effect?

P A I N T I N G

My interpretation of the two-tone scheme. Most of the applied pattern is visible on
b/w photos. The turret numbers were made with masks. Note the positions of the
two Balkenkreuzen, the left one is lower and more to the rear. Below My model
dropped onto the real background shows how low viz the camouflage looks! 
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At this stage I decided to show the model as 712 seen
in what is probably it’s first picture after capture. All
hatches open, including the right hand side fan grid,
and the most forward road wheel missing on the left
hand side. 

With aid of a home made mask the sPAbt.501 Stalking Tiger was painted on front and rear.

On some road wheels and spare track links
the text ‘Pz Ab Heer 501’, and the weight of
the item in Kg was written. Possibly these
parts were stencilled for air cargo.
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712 is portrayed on a simple base
replicating the landscape where it
was abandoned.

References; 
Tiger without a home.
Haynes Tiger Tank Owner’s Workshop Manual.
Germany’s Tiger tanks, D.W. to Tiger-I.
Rob Veenendaal, Panzerbasics.com
The Research Squad.

After some light
washes the model
was covered with
pigments to give it
a dusty Tunisian
appearance.

AMERICA’S
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THE IDF’S MONSTER APC / MODELLED IN 1:35 BY ILYA YUT

Tank-based APCs appeared on the

battlefield during the Great War and

later saw action during the Second

World War. Vehicles like the Kangaroo

were based on tank chassis and

provided infantry with better armour

and offroad capabilities than

contemporary wheeled  and half-

tracked APCs. As the war ended, new

APCs were designed on their native

chassis with thinner armor. IDF relied

on the M113 and even US WW2

Halftracks when the Lebanon war

began in 1982. It was obvious that

heavier armour was badly needed to

protect the infantry. In 1983 this

challenge was answered with the

introduction of Nagmashot  - heavy

APC based on Centurion Shot Kal

chassis. (hence Nagmash + Shot –

Hebrew Shot-based APC)  The turret

was replaced by a superstructure,

covered with Blazer ERA and armed

with 4 machine-guns (4 MAGs or 3

MAGs + 1 M2).  Nagmashots saw

extensive action in Lebanon, protecting

IDF infantry and combat engineers,

until they were upgraded in the 1990s.

The new version featured composite

armour side screens, bigger

superstructure, massive shields with

bullet-proof glasses and other minor

changes.  The new vehicle was called

Nagmachon and served mostly in

infantry units, combat engineers

received special PUMA heavy APC.

Another Shot Kal based APC built in

1990s is Nakpadon with passive

armour protection.  IDF armour

constantly undergoes upgrades and

Nagmachons received folding rear

screen sections and Merkava wheels

by the late 1990s. After withdrawal

from Lebanon in 2000, Nagmachons

continued their service in Gaza, Judea

and Samaria, fighting Arab insurgents.

By the time of operation Homat Magen

most of the Nagmachons were fitted

with “doghouses” on top. First small

version had 2 MAGs, with later bigger

one housed 4 MAGs. Nowadays

additional slat armor is welded to the

Nagmachons and several photos

expose the RWS with an M2 on top of

the doghouse. Nagmachon chassis are

also used for special vehicles, like one

with an observation tower.  Yet their

main role is routine security operations

and acting as a tracked pillbox, unlike

Achzarits and Namer heavy APCs,

designed for full-scale war assault

operations.

10
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Back in 2011 I decided to build a special

IDF model. Merkava variants seemed to

be too mainstream thus I chose a

monstrous Nagmachon. Unfortunately

only 3 kits are available in 1/35 and all of

them are resin conversions. Cromwell

models kit was hard to find that’s why I

chose one by Legends. Building

sophisticated resin conversion was a real

challenge and it took me about a year to

finish the model. 

Legends provides a box full of resin parts

plus I had to buy a donor AFV Club

Centurion kit, Voyager PE and Friulmodel

tracks. The KMT mine plough adapter

was a separate resin kit by Legends.

Some minor aftermarket items were also

used. At a first glance the Legends resin

kit looks good with only a few warped

parts and a reasonable number of holes

and bubbles. However it took me two

evenings to match the parts against the

numbers listed in the instruction sheet

and remove the details from the massive

casting plugs. Later I was disappointed to

find that 99% of parts needed extensive

sanding and filling to fit them properly.

That took a lot of time and effort and

super glue is no good for one’s health!

Initially I considered showing the interior

but later decided to save time and my   -

nerves and avoid this. 
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According to photos available the resin conversion is quite accurate,

though some details required special attention. I used hollow pipes and

wire to imitate Blazer armour mounts, made several details from

scratch using lead foil, wire, Masterclub bolt heads and sheet styrene.

Rear fenders were replaced by PE parts from the Voyager kit, as were

the aerial mounts. Alongside the Centurion wheels I decided to use

slightly-modified resin Merkava wheels by ASR and Panzer Art. Hatches

were detailed with wire handles and springs. Anti-slip coat was added

around the driver’s hatch and exhaust pipes were made from scratch

using foil and styrene. Spare tracks and holders were replaced with

Friulmodel and AFV parts respectively. Several weld seams were added

as well. I also imitated wiring, replaced bolt heads on the screens and

smoke grenade launchers, using Elf headlights, Tasca M2 .50 cal. and

so on. The kit PE and chains proved to be very useful as well. 
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Once the model was assembled I

airbrushed Vallejo Black primer. It is

odorless and it’s adhesion is perfect. The

next step was applying the IDF tricky base

colour. The colour seems to look different

on each and every photo varying from sand

yellow to greyish green. I tried more than a

dozen colour mixes to achieve the desired

tone.

Since I used colour modulation technique,

the first layer was very dark Tamiya XF-51

Khaki drab. Then I airbrushed the base coat

mix: Tamiya White + XF-49 Khaki + XF-20

Medium Grey + XF-5 Flat Green + Mr. Color

Dark Yellow (similar to Tamiya Buff). To

apply highlights I mixed the base color with

white and buff and airbrushed the resulting

mix on the upper parts

of panels, Blazer

blocks

etc.

Most of the

modulation was done entirely with

the superb Iwata airbrush, with very limited

usage of masking tape.  I tried to achieve

maximum contrast between shadows and

highlights at this step because it would be

faded at later weathering steps. Small

details were painted with the light shade

using a fine brush and Vallejo acrylics. To

enhance the base colour, I applied very

diluted Tamiya coloured gloss varnishes.

Several details were painted red, black and

yellow according to photo reference

followed by Vallejo Satin coat. Satin finish

makes the surface for applying decals,

pigments, fading, washes etc.  

Fading was done

with

Winsor & Newton and MIG oils.

Legends doesn’t provide any decals thus I

used IDF numbers by Bison Decals

according to several Nagmachon photos. I

tried to make neighbouring ERA blocks and

other details look different using oils and

filters to vary their colour. Once the oils

dried, I applied MiG washes. Legends does

not provide decals thus I used Bison decals

for the vehicle registration numbers. It

seems that there is no standard scheme of

applying the numbers so I referred to

available photos to locate the markings.

Picking out some details with red is

common feature for IDF vehicles and adds

some contrast to scale replicas. The next

step was washing. I used MIG black and

brown washes to emphasize details. Then a

thin coat of earth colour was airbrushed

on the running gear. 
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Though modern armour is complex in

comparison with WW2 subjects, modellers

can benefit from plenty of good quality

colour photo reference. It’s pretty easy to

find inspiring photos with mud, dust,

scratches and so on. With lots of modern

armour reference available, I simply looked

at the photos and copied the chips and

scratches on my model. That’s an easy

way to get the realistic chipping with the

right shape, size and location of the chips.

On IDF armor scratches are mostly located

around the hatches, on the side screens

and ERA blocks. Most of them expose the

red-brown primer. I chose a dozen or two

of photos with scratches and started with

the first layer, acrylic mix, similar to the

highlights shade. To slow down the drying

process I used Vallejo Slow Dry medium

and tap water. A good quality brush is

essential for chipping. My choice is Winsor

& Newton Series 7 Number 2 sable brush.

As the first layer dried I applied the second

one, using the mix of Lifecolor Red and

Tamiya Brown. Some chips were done with

metallic grey. A few scratches were done

with a pencil. I also simulated some wear

and tear with Lifecolor and MIG metallic

pigments. Rusty chips and stains were

made with brown acrylics, oils and

pigment mixes.

In late 2012 a new pigment brand

appeared – Wilder Gunpowder Line. I

didn’t hesitate and immediately put them

into action. Their quality is very good,

package is generous and the pricing is

reasonable. I decided to use this stuff for

dust and mud on the Nagmachon. The

pigments seem to be designed for

simulating mostly European weathering,

though one can easily mix them to obtain

shades that would be perfect for the

Middle East. Again I referred to photos to

mix the proper tones for light dust and

Lebanese mud.

14
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Alongside with the pigments the new

brand offers a range of other modeling

materials. The Quick Rust solution was

used for weathering spare tracks links (the

tracks had been weathered beforehand). I

soaked the tracks for 5-15 seconds, then

used a stiff brush to remove air bubbles,

soaked again and left them dry.  

To simulate light dust and sand I mixed

GP07 Dry Russian Clay + GP14 Burnt Rust

with some GP03 Road Dust for lighter

shade. GP08 Dry European Mud + GP15

Light Rust was used for the mud tone,

typical for the Golan Heights and Southern

Lebanon. To obtain darker shades, I

replaced GP08 with Brown Russian Earth

and other dark brown pigments. 

I started weathering the running gear with

the pigments application and fixing them

with Wilder Fixer that has very quick drying

time. The next step was mud. I mixed

pigment with plaster and fine ‘chinchilla’

sand for volume. For wet mud I added

gloss varnish and MIG engine grease

effect.  An old brush was used for general

application and an old toothbrush for

speckling the mud. Wet stains were

painted with a fine brush using mixes of

pigments, oils and gloss varnish. Wheels

and tracks had been weathered separately

and glued before the front screens.

Side screens are ideal for applying various

weathering effects. I started at the early

painting step by making the panels look

different with filters and oils. Again I used

photo reference for pigment application,

15
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various chips, scratches stains and pigment

wash. I used various acrylics, oils and

pigments at this stage, applying them with

round and flat brushes. Thick mud was applied

similarly to the way, I had used it on the

running gear. 

Similar effects were used for the hull

weathering. I tried to keep some areas clean to

obtain more contrast instead of a monotonous

dusty finish. MIG effects were used to simulate

split fuel and lubricants, while Wilder Black

pigment – for the exhaust.
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After the tracks, side screens,

chains and other stuff were

glued to the model, the time

came to deal with the

machine-guns. The first step

was painting them with

Vallejo dark grey, followed

by application of Wilder

Black metal pigment.

Testors Steel metallizer

was used for dry-

brushing with brown

wash as a final touch.

Aerials were made of guitar

string, painted with Lifecolor

IDF Sand tone.

As the APC was almost finished, I

added a few bright details to the battle-

worn vehicle. I used Aber barbed wire

and spanner, Realmodel poster, boxes

and some other stuff.

It took me about a year to build and

paint complex resin conversion, but the

result was worth it.

17
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Get together

Pop-up restaurants may be all the range but we had a Pop-up model show! there
was a huge amount of quality work on display from some of the UK’s top modellers.

Brian Murdoch made the most of a week off work recently and completed this neat little
Pacific vignette, the Fine Molds kit is straight from the box.

Stand back ladies...from the top back- Darren Thompson, David ‘Chef’ Parker, The BBQ
kid, Chris Meddings, Andy Taylor, Mark Beaumont, Brian Murdoch, Lester Plaskitt, 
Alan Jamieson and Phil Hyslop- the few who stuck it out until early evening

The sixth of July was the first day of an exceptional spell
of warm weather in the UK, and fortunately for us the
day we'd organised a BBQ and informal get-together at
our studio in the Northumbrian countryside, a day
kicking-back in the sunshine with some like-minded folk
without competitions, demonstrations or anything
organized at all come to think of it! We invited local guys
from the North East model clubs, some modellers from
Scotland, Yorkshire and the furthest travelled from the
far South West which made us feel very humbled with
the response to our low-key gathering with around
twenty five visitors over the course of the day.
We’d asked everyone to bring along their latest projects
and anything else they fancied displaying. We certainly
had enough to look at over the day and the quality was
first rate providing much discussion and debate. Plenty
to eat and drink during the day kept even the few wives
in attendance happy and of course the lovely weather
resulted in a grand day out for all. Enjoy the photographs
for a taster of the models on display (but unfortunately
not a taster of the steak and sausages, sorry!)

18
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The hot air outside was matched by the hot air being blown around
inside! A full day of modelling chat was enjoyed by all. Alex Clark
(centre) must agree with Lester’s comments as he gives him
sideways rock-horns.

Builder of our issue 70 cover star, Andy Taylor, just can’t
help tinkering with the Russian stuff- ok, so Tamiya’s
Tiran5 is an IDF piece but it hasn’t escaped the treatment.
This Russian tractor (left) has a few kit parts if you look
closely...even the track is scratchbuilt and cast in resin.

The Scottish are fearless folk as
demonstrated by Brian Murdoch
tackling the slat armour on his
Mastif (top left) The beautifully
finished Ferdinand is another piece
we’ll share with you in a future
issue. A couple of in-progress
projects from Brian are his special
forces jeep based on the lovely
Bronco kit with some fascinating
information he’s gathered, and this
Dragon 8-rad with super-detailing.

19
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A long-time friend and
contributor  of AFVm, Darren
Thompson, received our token
gesture T-shirt for the furthest
travelled and managed to
bring along a great selection
of his German subjects
including this beautiful
Maultier and FlaK Panzer.

We had some great offers
and give-aways on the day
and nobody went away empty
handed!

As well as being an accomplished figure painter herself, Mrs CJ
Hyslop also understands how a see-saw works and warns her
husband Phil of the imminent danger- Dean Allison looks on
unconcerned...

Local modelling legend Phil Hyslop has been turning out inspiring work for
many years now and never loses his passion for the hobby and a great
willingness to share tips and techniques (as long as it’s not before 10.30 am
or involving photoetch...)

Phil’s figure composition
and painting have always
been a major focus of his
work- superb.

20
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More extraordinary modelling talent on our doorstep from Mr Seventy-Second,
Alex Clark. His work would be mightily impressive in 1:35 but in 1:72? His skill
never ceases to amaze onlookers and he’s so very modest about his talent.
Alex’s whole collection fits into an old snuff tin so he brought it along- just look at
the work involved with his largely scratchbuilt ‘Grille’, scatchbuilt drive-train
components are cast in resin, also by Alex.

Friends from north of the border Graeme Carruthers and Andy Canning share an interest in
modelling KO’d Russian subjects. Graeme’s T-26 in Finnish markings (above right) is the new
Hobby Boss kit which he reports is very nice (although the track links are torture!)

BBQ AFV style. Mark
Neville drives the de-luxe
armour themed grille
formed from half a T-34
fuel drum, King Tiger
engine deck grille and
some great local meat.
Champion!

Bare in mind that this F1 is
around the same size as a
box of matches...

21
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M32B1
Modelled by Anders Isaksson

Tasca’s
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Having spent my time as a conscript soldier on a

Centurion-based armoured recovery vehicle I

have always had a special interest in these types

of vehicles. Naturally, I was very excited when

Tasca released the M32B1 ARV and it was

certainly an unexpected move on their part but

very welcome nonetheless, as injection moulded

kits of such special vehicles are few and far

between.

What's in the box?
Quite logically, many components are a direct

carryover from the M4A1 series kits but there are

also a number of new sprues for the parts

specific to the M32. The lower hull is the rivetted

version from what I understand this version is

correct for the M32B1. The usual photoetched

parts are also there along with two sections of

thread in different sizes for use as cables. Before

construction starts it is a good idea to decide if

the huge A frame will be in the raised or stowed

position, as this affects the positioning of the

main cable winch.

Lower hull and suspension
Thanks to Tasca's excellent engineering I had the

basic chassis assembled in a very short time. An

interior is provided for the hull floor and winch

equipment which is a nice feature, considering

that the turret design allows the floor to be seen.

However, I did decide to add some extra plastic

ribs to the sidewalls so the floor would have

something more substantial to rest on when in

position. Although I had decided to have

the cable in the stowed position and the hatch to

the cabledrum closed I could not resist

assembling the drum along with a length of the

string for the cable and install it just to see

how everything would look together.

23
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The hull interior was painted in the

standard interior white so after a base coat

of Citadel Chaos Black primer I applied

multiple layers of Lifecolor White. A few

dark washes and some paint chipping

followed along with some pigments

Assembling the Tasca suspension units is

rather involved because of the multiple

parts, but the assembly is quite

straightforward. Extra care was taken to

remember to substitute the standard

suspension arms for a set of modified arms

supplied on the new sprues. A notable

change added to this release is a set of

styrene spacers to help set the suspension

at a fixed height, instead of the flexible

suspension produced by the rubber inserts.

As noted by Terry Ashley at PMMS I found

that the new spacers made the chassis

ride a little low and instead I opted for

Evergreen 4,8 x 1.5 mm styrene strip cut to

length. Tasca supply a standard T48 rubber

chevron track, but from looking at wartime

photos it is apparent that the kit option I

chose to model (a vehicle from the 609th

Tank Destroyer Battalion at Bastogne in

January 1945) was fitted with T51 tracks

and duckbills. To come a bit closer to the

original I used a spare Tasca set of T51

tracks, but decided against adding the

duckbills as I was not confident on how

well they might glue to Tasca's rubber

track. Let us say I portrayed the same

vehicle a bit earlier during the fall of 1944

before the duckbills had been installed!

Upper hull
Here Tasca has provided a brand new hull

with a number of small additions moulded

in, like the mountings for the A frame boom

and the 81 mm mortar. Various pieces of

recovery equipment are fitted around the

hull along with three large toolboxes for the

engine deck. The tools are fitted to the

largest box and these were detailed with

24
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new photoetched tiedowns from Aber and pieces of Tamiya tape

for the straps. It should be noted that a few of the parts show

quite prominent ejector pin marks that must be filled and sanded.

I left off one of the spare drive sprockets to leave the right hand

side rack half empty for a more interesting appearance. On the

sprocket racks, the small loops (parts N34) were just too delicate

to be cleaned up properly so I substituted these for sections of

copper wire bent into loops and glued into tiny holes drilled in the

appropriate positions.

A few extra details were added around the upper hull like

Aber photoetched chain for the fuel caps along with an RB Model

0.30 barrel and an Armorscale aerial base, both made from

turned brass. While Tasca has moulded the brushguards as thin

as possible I still found it worthwhile to substitute them for a set of

photoetched items. These came from an old Ordnance Models

set which use a slightly thicker metal than the average Aber or

Voyager item and thus works very well.

As I felt the M32 was cluttered enough with all its extra equipment

and gear I did not add any extra stowage to the upper hull, save

for an oil can (taken from the old Tamiya M4) located on the right

hand side front fender. This item was added after all painting and

weathering of the M32 had been done.

Turret
The characteristic turret consists of four separate wall sections

and a roof panel to make up the basic turret shell. The wall

sections require some care when fitting together to minimize

cleanup and the two welds on the front will need to be replaced

once construction and cleanup is done. I choose to use sections

of styrene strip softened with liquid glue and textured with a

knifeblade for this task. 

Tasca give you the option of stamped or dished type roadwheels

for the spares carried on the turret and for a bit of variation I used

one of each type. I normally do not bother to add the individual

rivets (all 12 of them to each side) to the rim of the

Tasca stamped roadwheels as these are normally more or less

covered in mud, but in this case I took the extra trouble as

the wheel would be clearly visible. However, using only one wheel
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of this type I went with the pressed type for the remaining

spares. To finish off the turret exterior provide their excellent M2

.50 MG with a choice of early or late ammunition box.

I did not bother to add any extra detail to the turret interior,

because the view inside is rather limited There are a number of

pin marks on the interior of the walls but these will be virtually

invisible once the roof is installed so I choose to leave them all

alone. All in all I think Tasca has provided a suitably busy turret

interior. I seem to remember reading somewhere that the turret

interior should be painted in the exterior Olive Drab so once

assembled I set the turret aside until painting the exterior.

A frame boom and cables
It took one look at the delicate footsteps moulded along the A

frame booms to make me decide to replace them with brass rod,

as I was certain that I would manage to break many of the

delicate plastic ones. Tasca does provide a few spare steps to

use in case of any mishaps but I wanted something more sturdy.

Although I was dreading adding each separate step I must say it

was a fairly quick operation, and cleaning up the A frame itself

was so much easier without having to work around each step. To

mount the steps tiny holes were drilled where the kit steps had

been located. Short lengths of wire were then inserted and bent at

the proper position, using a set of pliers to determine the correct

length where the bend should be. 

With the boom completed it is time to add the various cables.

While the thread provided for the larger diameter cables looks

pretty good it still looks like painted thread when finished, so I felt I

had no other choice than to go for replacements with real metal

wire. While a little on the thin side I found that 0.75 mm diameter

wire from Eureka XXL worked fine for the main cables. For the thin

cable running along the A frame I opted to go with a piece of
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Lycra elastic thread. This is entirely

smooth but I preferred this option over

the fluffy thread provided in the kit. The

plastic loops and other small parts that

make up the cable ends are very

fragile so I had to use extreme care

during assembly. Prior to painting I

decided to add a little stowage in the

form of a pair of folded tarps tied to the

frame. The tarps were made from

pieces of fine fabric coated with diluted

white glue and then folded. When

properly positioned they were tied with

ship modeller’s rope and finally

secured with a few drops of superglue

on the underside.

Paint
The entire model and interior of the

turret was primed in Citadel Chaos

Black primer and when dry I followed

my by now standard procedure of

applying a base coat of Lifecolor US

Army Olive Drab. By using a few

shades provided in the Lifecolor set a

very nice varied look can be achieved

in a single painting session. Finally,

selected details over the entire model

were highlighted using the lightest

colour and a small paintbrush. 

Tasca provide the markings as

waterslide decals which I used for the

registration numbers and other vehicle-

specific markings, but Archer Fine

Transfers dry rub decals were used for

the smaller stars and J's Work paint

masks for the larger stars on the turret.

When the all decals were dry I gave

the entire model a coat of Citadel

Purity Seal to form a tough base for the

weathering. At this stage detail painting

of the tools, rubber tires and other

small stuff was carried out using Vallejo

colours. And so the eternal question of

Olive drab painted tools or not, this

time I choose to depict unpainted tools

for a little variety.

Weathering
These are the major steps I went

through to give the model a weathered

and realistic appearance.

Adding depth

While not strictly belonging to the

weathering phase, the first step was to

apply an overall layer of AK Interactive's

wash and grime for green vehicles to

add further depth and bring out detail.

Chipped paint

This was the first time I used the

sponge method of rendering paint

chips to simulate general wear and

tear. I used Vallejo brown and black

applied with the sponge and I was very

pleased with the effect. I also used my

favourite technique consisting of a few

black and brown Derwent Artist colour

pencils to draw on finer chips. Although

a little more time consuming, this

method provides excellent control and

very small chips and scratches can be

simulated.

Dry and wet mud on lower hull

Starting with the dry mud I applied a

mix of suitable AK Interactive pigments

to the entire lower hull and suspension.

The pigments were permanently affixed

with AKs pigment fixer which I found

worked very well. Once the fixer had

completely dried I proceeded with

adding a layer of wet mud in the form

of a few AK mud washes. I loaded an

old paintbrush with the wash and

flicked it on the lower hull by putting

the brush against a finger. This may

sound a little hazardous with

unpredictable results but with a little

practice some great looking effects

can be achieved. 

Dust on upper hull

To get a fine film of dust and dirt on the

upper hull I applied thin layers of AKs

dust washes which first were left to dry

and then gently blended in by using a

flat brush moistened with white spirit.

For heavier effects I then applied

pigments in selected areas.
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Mud splatters

Finally the hull was given a few splashes of

dry and wet mud. These were applied

using the same technique as the wet mud

on the lower hull, first using pigments

mixed with Humbrol Thinner (the best

thinner I have as other brands tend to

make the splatters a bit exaggerated and

not fine enough for the proper scale

appearance. The wet mud was made

using the same mud washes as for the

lower hull.

Tracks
Here I made deviation from the enamel

based products used on the rest of the

model as Tasca recommends using

acrylics for the vinyl tracks. Here I used

Vallejo acrylic black and a few browns to

paint the rubber pads and the metal end

connectors. Then I mixed up a mud

solution using Easy Mud colours from Maru

Technics. Using the AK washes as a guide

to arriving at the correct colour I then

mixed in a little plaster of paris to give the

mud a little volume. Finally I added a few

drops of Maru Technics Wet Effects to give

the mud the proper wet look. This was

then painted on the tracks to give them

the proper muddy look and make them

blend in with the rest of the suspension.

Crew
For the crewman in the turret I went with a

Miniart figure from one of their recent tank

crew sets. Leaning forward with arms

crossed and dressed for cold weather, this

figure has become something of a

favourite of mine for populating an open

hatch. The sculpting is questionable

around the waist area but as this portion is

hidden in the turret I found this to be no

problem. As for most Miniart figures the

head definitely needs replacing and here I

choose a US head from the trusty Hornet

range with Miniart goggles added to the

helmet. Those goggles are a bit large for

the head and helmet but as this error was

not spotted until the figure had been

painted I left them on. As it comes the

figure is too short to reach the interior floor

so I went with a simple solution in the form

of a scratchbuilt wooden box on which the

crewman could stand. The driver was

made up from a Miniart torso and again

has a Hornet head with helmet.

Base
Early in this project I decided on a

simple scene with the M32 travelling down

a dirt road somewhere in France in the

Autumn of 1944. As I had a spare

Sherman turret lying around I thought it
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would make a great item to include

representing the remains of a knocked out

tank. Along with the turret I also added a

section of Tamiya Sherman track and an

empty Panzerfaust box from RB Model.

The turret was painted at the same time

as the M32 and given roughly the same

treatment but I also added a few rust

and soot effects to suggest a turret that

had been blown off when the Sherman

exploded.

The groundwork consists of a layer of Das

Pronto air-hardening clay that was first was

covered with dark texture paint and then

coated with black Citadel Primer to form a

base colour. Once dry I applied layers of

the same pigments and washes used for

the lower hull on the M32 in order to keep

everything tied together. The surface

received grass from various brands like

Noch, Woodland Scenics and Joefix. Some

more vegetation in the form of Seafoam

with crushed leaves attached were added

around the base and some saplings from

Armor Farm were attached to add some

further interest to the scenery. Finally some

more crushed leaves were fixed to the

ground to increase the feeling of autumn.

As a final touch I decided to add a little

height to the scene by attaching a

concrete telephone pole to the corner just

in front of the M32. The pole is the Mk35

offering and looks distinctly French which

worked very well for this scene.

I still find it difficult to believe that Tasca

actually has released an M32 ARV but

here it is and what a great product they

have made. When working my way

through this build and dealing with the

complexity in some of the subassemblies I

could almost imagine how the Tasca

design team must have wondered what

they had let themselves in for. In the end I

feel they pulled it off, and with great results

too. Certainly there are a few knockout

marks that demand attention and many

parts are small and delicate requiring extra

care in handling. But all things considered I

feel Tasca has certainly produced another

winner with this kit. Please Tasca, now give

us more Sherman Funnies.
29
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Here the roof ventilator grille has been removed and the entire right hand side
stowage bins cut away along with the panels over the battery charging bay.
The missing panel at the rear of the fighting compartment is a separate piece
and not yet fitted. The new wall panels have been made from plastic card. 

The gearbox access cover on the bow has been cut away and the remaining
engine deck plates removed. New internal bulkheads have been fitted and
the lip around the roof vent has been added. The front trackguards have been
cut away and the mounting points for the spare tracks on the hull sides have
been filled with blocks of plastic.

1 2

Photos courtesy of Peter Breakspear ©
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Another view of the model at the same stage and the rear plate on the
fighting compartment has been added and faired in with the rest of the hull.
Work is also underway to cut away the inspection cover on the rear plate and
the MG cupola hatch has been enlarged.

The new mounting plate for the 32 Pdr gun was shaped from 10 thou plastic
using the mantlet as a guide for the overall shape. A ring of plastic was fitted
inside to give the correct depth to the massive nose casting.

TARGET
Tortoise
David Parker builds the Meng A39 Tortoise

31

When Meng released their excellent kit of the British A39 Tortoise

there was considerable interest in this distinctive-looking vehicle. It

was developed too late to see action in WWII and a total of six pre-

production prototypes were constructed of which two now remain.

Bovington Tank Museum has a running mild steel example as

indicated by the red triangular marker affixed to the armour and the

other which is number 5 manufactured in 1947, is located on the

former Kirkcudbright military training area in Scotland. Sadly this

armoured example has been used as a hard target on the range

and one side of the vehicle has taken quite a pounding. It still sits

on its tracks although its gun, top turret and virtually all its internal

fittings are missing. Only the massive cradle for the gun remains

inside the fighting compartment which is pock-marked with

shrapnel impacts and penetrations. The sheet metal work on the

right side of the hull has been ravaged by the range gunfire

whereas the left hand side of the hull by contrast remains relatively

intact and the hull has features that are absent from the Bovington

example. Most notably this vehicle carries a huge pistol port below

the Commander’s cupola and the track links have solid contact

pads rather than the ‘ribbed’ pattern seen on the museum vehicle.

For me this venerable range target seemed like a far more

appealing modelling project than a factory-fresh A-39 or speculative

fantasy combat scenario and the opportunities to replicate the

different corroded finishes would also provide a real challenge. As it

turned out the construction also proved to be challenging with so

many parts missing, badly corroded parts and the requirement for

internal access right up to almost the end of the project also

complicated matters. Time to start work!

Part One 
Deconstruction

3 4
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The casting numbers on the back plate of the superstructure had to be
modified and I carefully built up a new number 8 with successive layers of Mr
Surfacer applied with a paintbrush. The bigger and more softly defined ‘A9’
was done in the same way.

A new mounting plate for the transmission cover was cut from plastic sheet.

I also added a basic frame arrangement to mount the engine, guessing that it
would run front to back, incorrectly as it turned out! For the accumulated silt
in the bottom of the hull I used Gunze Mr Clay which has a great fibrous
texture and was easy to work into the hull. It also suffered some severe
shrinkage which meant that I had to fill various gaps.

I added some basic suspension components using plastic strip and rods. As
these would be mostly covered with silt and debris these were kept very
simple.

I began to fill in the space around the gun mount collar with Magic Sculp. As
this area can be see through the openings at the back of the hull I built up the
entire nose to the correct depth using more Magic Sculp.

Some over enthusiastic glue application caused some sink marks in my new
collar plate which had to ne filled and I cut open the rectangular opening for
the pivot mount for the gun cradle.

32
The front panel gets a coat of Mr Surfacer to check the finish and the inside
walls of the superstructure have been thickened up with plastic sheet on the
side walls and Magic Sculp for the curved areas. A hole has also been drilled
in preparation for fitting the pistol port.

We used rapid prototyping/3D printer technology to render the pistol port and
the weld detail was added manually before the part was cast in resin. These
are available for sale from the AFV Modeller web shop.

5

7
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8

6
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I added the framework which supports the engine deck covers. There
seemed to be no logic to this arrangement which also has sections missing
so I just copied the details that I could make out in the photos.

The lip of the Commander’s cupola had been shattered by a projectile so an
appropriate section was cut away and the correct thickness of the lip was
built up with Magic Sculp.

I used a spherical burr in a motor tool to grind the different circular impact
marks on the hull side.

Another view of the deck supports with the damage caused by a shell
passing through the bulkhead.

Time to add the shell damage to the lefthand side of
the vehicle and I used a 3mm drill to open up the
holes, letting burrs of plastic develop around the
holes. For partial penetrations I started the hole with
a 2mm drill before completing it with the 3mm. 

33

With the circular inspection hatch
removed from the rear plate the holes
in the plate were filled with plastic and
new bolt holes were drilled out.

The insides of the superstructure
were textured with a heavy coat of Mr
Surfacer before new blanking panels
for the sponsons were added.

13 14
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The cracked section of armour below the
cupola was also cut away along with the
sheet metal fairing panel that blends the
stowage bins with the hull. 

New trackguards were made in sections and these were thinned in the same
way to give the rusted through appearance.

I assembled both runs of tracks leaving a missing damaged section on the
shot up side. I also left the tracks with their patterned pads as the prospect of
filling each pad was not appealing.

To create the rusted through lower section of the bins the plastic was thinned
down using a motor tool and burr, working from the reverse. Once it was as
thin as possible the edge was ripped away using pliers to give a ragged
edge.

I cut away the maintenance flaps along the tops of the running gear armour
and made new flaps from plastic sheet which was fitted at the same angles
as that on the wreck. New stowage bin doors were also made and the fairing
panel was created from metal foil and bent like the real one.

The sponson blanking panels
were extended to form the
distinctive lip in front of the hull
armour.

The lids of the stowage bins have also
been cut away and a coat of Mr Surfacer
stippled onto the internal bulkheads.
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The remaining badly perforated front trackguard was made from plastic card
and a motor tool burr was used to grind away the reverse surface and
allowing the tool to puncture the plastic to create this ragged look. The sheet
was then glued to the mounting frame and into position. Note the Aber tow
shackle on the glacis. 

On the bow I added the upright sides of the front trackguards and added
weld bead detail to the front towing lugs. You can also see the brass
trackguard brackets down the side of the hull which are from the ET Models
detail set.

The badly corroded exhaust muffler remains stuffed into the remains of the
engine bay so I set about the kit parts with a burr in my motor tool again.
Working with the muffler in two halves large sections were ground away. The
internal baffles were cut from plastic card and brass fret offcuts were used to
create the end rings.

The completed muffler is test fitted into the hull/

35
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The remains of the gun travel lock were adapted from the kit parts by cutting
them down and hollowing out the insides of the posts. The top edges were
then twisted and bent to replicate the damage on the real vehicle.

The ET Models photoetched upgrade set was used to provided the track
brackets which were assembled to replicate the positions and damage on
the real ones. The ET brackets for the smoke grenade rack were also used
and a corroded mounting plate made from plastic.36

The completed hulk seen here before

getting its textured finish. at this stage

the upper and lower hull are still

separate and the tracks and side skirts

are also just tacked into place to help

with painting. I still had the gun cradle

to fit into the hull and there was

assorted debris to be added inside the

gutted hull once it had been painted.

The damaged periscope
mount was fitted to replicate
the real thing with a section
of damaged roof plate.

Vestiges of the sheet metal
bins were added from thin
plastic strip.

New flanges were added to
the tops of the exhaust
outlets.

The remaining hatch was
glued at an angle and a new
drilled out latch added

Metal strip was used to
make the muffler mount
brackets.

28 29

To see the tortoise from any
angle head over to
www.afvmodeller.com/digital
Click on ‘360° Portal’ at the top
right of the page to access our
interactive galleries. 
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The smooth finishes of the kit were far removed from the pitted and corroded
surfaces on the real vehicle so I sprayed the model with Mr Surfacer and then
textured it by stippling with more brush applied Mr Surfacer.

A stiff bristle brush was used to stipple the surface by dabbing it over the
surface while it dries.

In this close up you can see the textured finish on the mudguards. The tracks were also textured in the same way.

TARGET

30 31

32 33

In the next Issue: Painting the Target Tortoise
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5Tiran

Below Badly chipped and peeling paint across the front of the turret and the tattered protective mantlet
sleeve are clearly visible in this close up view.
.

38
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in South Lebanon
Photos & text by Patrick Winnepenninckx

To tie in with the release of the new Tamiya Tiran
kit we present a series of photos of two former
South Lebanese Army (SLA) Tiran tanks in South
Lebanon. The first one is a knocked out vehicle in
the village of At-Tiri. The second Tiran is in pretty
good condition and serves as a Hezbollah
monument in the village of Kunin.

Left & right Overall
views of the rear of the
vehicle. Note that the
US style infantry
communication box is
still in place on the rear
fender. Note the details
like the grasses
growing on the
trackguards and the
pebbles thrown onto
the engine deck and
radiator. 

Above Close up view of the spare track holders. At least
three different paint colours can be distinguished.

Below Open engine deck covers show that the Tiran has been plundered
for anything of value after its destruction.
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Above The turret side with standard Israeli pattern
jerrycan rack and prominent casting number on the
cupola rim.

Left A bewildering range of paint colours on the glacis
trace the history of this vehicle. Note the central welded
number 2.

Above The fatal penetration of the side armour has
blown off the driver’s hatch.
.

Above An overall side view showing the trackguards
that have been peeled back by the force of the impact.
.

Above Front of the turret showing the derelict .50 Cal mount atop the mantlet and the remains of the Infrared
searchlight mount.
.
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Above The engine deck covers still have their protective
mesh screens in place.

Above Overall view of the turret roof. Note the old style Sherman aiming device next to the gunner’s sight
& periscope. The curved arm on the cupola is to mount the .30 Cal MG.

Above The bent fender. Note the rusty condition of
the stowage bin compared to the rest of the vehicle.

Above Details of the typical headlight cover and wiring
and the relatively rust-free condition of the tracks.

Above The tattered mantlet cover and the missing
cover for the nose fuel cells.

Above A view of the commander’s cupola, note the tie down loops and
square bracket fitted between the hatches to carry spare antenna rods.
.

Above Top view of the turret with the stowage bin and the loader’s cupola. Note the spaced
fitting of the stowage bin and the pintle MG mount bracket welded to the turret side.
.
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Below Several views of a T-54 Tiran put on a concrete base as a monument to
commemorate the collapse of the SLA (South Lebanese Army) and the victory
of Hezbollah in the year 2000.

Above The left rear stowage bin and the spare track.

Above Note the damaged rubber road wheels and punctured fuel cell.

Above This example also has its engined deck covers jammed open.

Above Details of the base plate which holds the US style
infantry communications box.
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Above Top view of the driver’s hatch and fender with horizontally mounted jerrycan rack.

Above The top of the hull and glacis, the brackets are for the missing splash guard.

Above The radiator grilles and engine deck.

Above A detailed view of the exhaust outlet on the
left hand trackguard.

Above The track mounted fuel cells with their
plumbing still intact.

Above The driver’s position and hatch.

Above The front mudguard with IDF pattern rubber
mudflaps.
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Above Rear view of the turret with
the large turret basket with a
signal flag rack fitted to the side of
the basket.

Above Right The loader’s hatch
offers a look at the battered
interior of the turret.

Right A view of the rear of the
turret showing the inside of the
basket and the antenna mount.
Note the pair of webbing stowage
straps still in place on the back of
the turret.

Below The distinctive stowage bin on the right side of the turret.

Below The right side of the turret with details of the IR spotlight mount and
spare track holder.
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Above An overall view of the turret roof showing the centreline antenna stowage and
additional pintle mount.

Above One of the two antenna mounts with jerrycan rack next to it. The mounting
lugs for another rack which has been removed can be seen on the sides of the
turret basket on the left.

Above The Commandeer’s cupola looking towards the rear of the turret with the
tubular frame of the turret basket visible.

Below The stowage box for the night vision scope is mounted below the cupola.
Below The front of the turret roof which lacks the gunner’s periscope mount but
carries the Sherman pattern ring sight.

Above The muzzle of the 105mm gun carries this
mystery bracket.

Above The mantlet cover and fuel lines for the
auxiliary fuel tanks.
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KEEPING TRACK new releases

Always exciting (or should that be 'Xciting'?) when a new
manufacturer announces a new subject, we think this is a great
choice from newcomers 'Xact Scale Models'. Presentation is very
similar to other major manufacturers from the Far-East; the
enticing box art reveals carefully bagged grey-green sprues,small
clear sprue, a small photoetched sheet, preformed photoetched
mesh, decal sheet, 'rubber band' style tracks and a rather jazzy
looking tow cable. Build instructions are very clear (presuming the
part numbers are all correct!) in a small format booklet fashion
and a separate colour profile sheet will aid the camouflage
painting. The general appearance of the moulding throughout is
excellent, what we have come to expect from modern tooling with
crisp, clean detail. Something not present are the large number of
moulding nodes we sometimes see these days, usually to avoid
ejector pin marks- this will help with assembly time and at first
glance pin marks are minimal and probable not seen on the
finished kit. The kit design follows the traditional hull tub and multi

plate upper hull (other variants are promised here) and the
enormous flat turret which is a project in itself sporting all that
spaced armour and the Brod-M snorkel assembly (no option is
given in the plans to mount the snorkel in use but I'm sure with
some extra reference this could be achieved). All running gear is
designed to be in a fixed 'flat' position and all wheels are nicely
detailed as are the tracks for the vinyl medium they're moulded in.
Our tracks have some distortion which may well pull-true when
stretched over the wheels but an investment in some Fruil white
metal links would really look the part here. Personally I'd also
replace the braided tow cable as at first I thought they'd included
a necklace to keep the missus sweet, that bright gold will be
difficult to paint. Three fetching camo patterns are offered and
one plain dark green with markings limited to Russian turret
numbers. Xact are to be commended for producing such a well
detailed kit for their first release and for tackling such a complex
vehicle. Our thanks to them for sending our sample direct.

Xact 1:35 T-80U
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With over ten 'G's produced so far, could this be the last of DML's
series? This is sure to be a popular variant with the late features
such as the 'boar's head' mantlet and remote close defence MG
many modellers will consider this the iconic StuG. Kit 6633 (July
production) forms the basis of this release with around thirty new
parts and of course the lack of zimmerit. What else can we say
about these kits that we haven't already enthused about?
Incredible detail from the box, partial casemate interior, fully

detailed gun breech and cradle all hatches position-able, superb
multi part running gear and a quick look at some reference shows
Dragon have done their homework dating this vehicle. One feature
that will divide modellers is the DS flexi-styrene tracks, these are
the hollow guide-horn versions and detail is very sharp and
complete. So unless you're building a specific vehicle from a
photograph, Dragon can offer a StuG for all seasons (so to speak!)
with very accurate and fantastic detail from the box. Superb!

A timely re-release, well for me at least, as I'm just starting an IDF
M60 and as with most vintage Israeli armour there's a host of on-
going upgrades to take into account for the modeller if you want
to end up with a reasonably accurate piece. I have the Academy
kit started, but opening the box on this Italeri Blazer we're
reminded that the original Esci kit was very good indeed. The nice
pale grey styrene defies the age of this tooling, very cleanly
moulded with decent detail, in fact the more I've looked at this kit
it may well be getting used shortly! All of the M60 kits suffer with
lower hull and suspension gripes but this one appears to suffer
less than others. This kit comes with link and length track which
requires a fair bit of clean-up; I'd recommend AFV Club's T142

track set which is excellent. The kit road wheels are the pressed
aluminium type and well detailed but I'm yet to find out if the AFV
Club tracks sit within the fenders when attached to the kit running
gear, a common problem with all M60 kits it seems. As this is a
bit of a vintage kit the usual old school improvements and
upgrades will help, the .30 and .50 cals are basic and the split
gun barrel will take some time to clean up but good detail with the
likes of the blazer blocks make up for this. Good to see this
classic kit available again, an excellent base for extra work should
you wish, the upgrade sets from Legend Productions are worth
tracking down also to produce numerous versions.

Dragon 1:35 StuG.III Ausf.G late production Dec.1944

Italeri 1:35 M60 Blazer
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new releases

Four new sets from Lifecolor of their excellent acrylics,
ready to brush (and they do brush very well) or thin for
the airbrush.

IDF modellers will find MS10 very helpful providing
three different shades of IDF uniform green. A must
have set of colours if Israeli armour is your thing.

Scenic colours next and MS09 ‘War on the Road’
provides a choice of roadway shades for different
environments ‘dirt road’, ‘Middle East asphalt’ and
‘European asphalt’. 

The second two sets are devoted to the green and
brown/black stains associated with damp conditions.
Both of the sets Grime effects MS12 and Damp effects
MS11 have a more translucent consistency than the
normal mixes, obviously to  help in creating the more
transparent build up of these effects. The damp effects
colours also have a satin-glossy finish which may be
helpful but I would have preferred a regular flat finish
and the to then apply a varnish if required. Great for
building up those green damp stains on both buildings
and immobile vehicles.

Thanks to The Airbrush Company who are the UK
distributors for Lifecolor - more information on these
and the rest of the range at: www.airbrushes.com

Lifecolor 'Easy3' Paint Sets

Another excellent boxed package set for fans of the Churchill with
these sets filling those noteable gaps in the range of AFV Club kits
by combining the required resin and photoetched conversion
parts with a set of AFV Club sprues and individual track links. The
set also provides a decal sheet, turned metal barrels and useful
guide to the features of the subject vehicle. Ultimate editions are
available for Churchill MkI/II Initial/ Early 35041X which is the
sample kit seen here, Churchill MkI/II Late/ Post Rework 35042X,
Churchill MkIcs 35054X, and Churchill NA75 35067X.  These sets
offer significant cost savings over purchasing the AFV Club kit and
conversion parts separately and for those like me who like the
early model Churchills this is a very attractive option, especially as
it seems that AFV Club are starting to loose interest in the

Churchill now and that the early vehicles will possibly not be
featured. In this MkI/II initial conversion there is a complete set of
the early spoked roadwheels, new suspension frames, track skids,
new bow armour with optional 3inch or MG mounting, front hatch
surrounds, early style intake boxes and a complete new turret with
breech and radio set internal detail and turned brass gun barrels.
The instructions and info booklet are excellent and will guide even
the Churchill novice and with decals as well it really is all in the
box! We think this is an excellent idea and the perfect solution for
anyone who wants to build one of the early Churchills and save
money in the process. Full details of these sets and the rest of the
Inside the Armour range at www.insidethearmour.com

Inside the Armour 1:35 Ultimate Edition Churchill Conversion Sets
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Part completed sample kit
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DML have released the 'stand alone' Flak 37 which has been
available mounted on vehicles previously in other kits. The level of
detail is excellent and options are available for folded shields and
an elevated (fixed positions, not moveable) gun. The tiny slide-
moulded flash suppressor is superb showing DML's commitment
to pushing the boundaries of injection moulding. Though

beautifully detailed there's a couple of disappointments with this
kit; the first for me was that although the excellent Ron Volstad
artwork shows the gun crew, none are included. Also the 'travel
mode' option of the build would have been more credible if a
trailer was included. These points aside, a very nice rendition of
this gun from Dragon.

Dragon 1:35 3.7cm Flak 37

Good to see a set of figures to accompany some of Dragon's
Japanese armour released of late, the poses are very 'standard'
though reminiscent of childhood Airfix toy figures, very generic -
why not a crew for one of the tanks or figures interacting with a
vehicle? Sadly the figures are not to the standard of Dragon’s
regular figure sets with soft detail and poorly defined webbing
reminiscent of their initial 1990’s figure sets. With Japanese
figures pretty scarce this set is a welcome starting point at
least if you have a Pacific scene planned.

This set depicts German fallschirmjäger involved in the battle
on the Greek island of Leros, a pair of MG42 gunners in action
(with a folded lafette) an NCO and a private all with a mix of
uniforms of that period in the Med. As with most DML figure
sets of late, nothing fundamental to complain about apart from
the oddly shaped para helmets, but nothing to particularly
excite either- good sculpting and moulding throughout and a
nice touch with the inclusion of the equipment container/cart.

Dragon 1:35 Japanese Army Infantry
Peleliu 1944 Dragon 1:35 German Brandenburg troops,

Leros 1943

Certainly one of our favourite figure producers, Stalingrad
never fail to impress with the subjects and quality of their
releases. Here's just a taster of a very impressive group of
Tiger I crew (take a look at www.stalingrad.diorama.ru to see
what we mean!) S-3592 depicts a crewman stood in the
cupola and one perched on the turret edge, hand in pocket.
Although a perfect fit to a Kursk Tiger these guys would easily
adapt to numerous vehicles, the sculpting and casting are
superb. S-3596 depicts a Waffen SS officer stood hand-on-hip
with a choice of gloves or a beautifully done folded map held
in the other hand. Again, sculpting and moulding are pretty
much as good as it gets, always a highly recommended
range, our thanks to Alexander for our samples of his figures.

Stalingrad 1:35 figures
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Saviours of forty-eighth scale, Hauler, have just the ticket for the
new Tamiya Sd.Kfz 232 we looked at in the last issue. HLX48337
gives you resin mufflers and the very particular mesh screens and
HLX48338 provides the front armour / splash guard, both seriously
worth getting for that kit. Also in 1:48 HLX48339 gives some
sensible parts to detail the BA-6 from UM. If you're up to the
challenge of photoetch in 1:72 HLH72019 provides some
worthwhile detail, including resin parts, for the DragonType 2 Ka-Mi
with pontoon. Easier on the eyes now with 1:35 releases starting
with a couple of sets for Italeri's Tiger I E, not the most popular
Tiger kit but HLU35063 will provide a nice hike in detail with

HLU35064 designed to replace the kit exhaust shrouds (annealing
the brass with a flame before attempting to curve the shape would
certainly help here). For the 1:48 Opel blitz HLX48340 provides a
winter radiator cover and bumper. HLU35067 contains a small fret
and acetate dashboard gauges for another Italeri kit; the FIAT
Coloniale. Some generic 1:35 sets are available now HLU35066 is
WWII era barbed wire and HLU35065 is modern razor wire and
HLU35068 is a useful set of ultra-fine etched chains and we mean
ultra-fine! HLU35069 is a set of stencils for German ammunition
boxes. 
Our thanks to Hauler's Jan Sobotka for the samples: www.hauler.cz 

Hauler upgrades

MasterBox 1:35 figures

Two sets of German WWII subjects from figure maestros
MB. Both moulded in a pale grey (as opposed to their
usual sand colour) and one common sprue in both sets
of generic infantry equipment and weapons which will
provide plenty of spares and options, MG 34s and 42s
complete with ammo boxes and belts, Kar 98s with
various sights, MP 40, MP 44, Russian PPSH- all are
expertly rendered and moulded. Helmets are also on
the weapons sprue but seem a little oversized for the
heads? Eastern Front Defence depicts a tightly packed
group of five action posed infantry all nicely animated in
crouched or lying positions with a reel feeling of urgency
and facial expressions to match. An instant vignette
along side a KO'd vehicle. The second set 'Off to the
Front' are six vehicle riders (one being a driver), these
guys would suit many of the recently released half-
tracks and trucks with good casual poses and the usual
first rate moulding and sculpting. A nice extra is the
inclusion of extra arms should you wish to use a couple
of sets to fully populate a larger vehicle and not resort to
two figures with the same pose. It would have been nice
to see one or two of the troops with collars undone or
helmets off for less of a parade-ground appearance but
this no way detracts from more excellent MB figures

HLX48340

HLU35067

HLX48339

HLX48338

HLX48337

HLU35064

HLU35063

HLU35068

HLU35065

HLU35066

HLH72019

HLU35069
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Doobi D9 Variants, bulldozers in IDF
service
By Michael Mass and Adam O'Brien
A4 softback format, 79 pages 
Published by Desert Eagle Publishing
ISBN 978-965-91635-3-3
www.deserteagle-publishing.com
www.aviationbookcentre.com

As we wait for the imminent release of the Meng D9 in 1:35,
here's a timely publication from Desert Eagle which sees
messieurs Mass and O'Brien team-up again with a feast of
photographs of this armoured beast of a machine (ironically, doobi
translates as 'teddybear'). Variants of the D9 are detailed with
large format, clear photographs followed by the D9R in action with
some excellent shots to get modellers excited. More for the

modeller with the 'In Detail' section with some great reference
close-ups including the impressive slat armour sometimes
utilised. The last few pages detail Adam's build of the Balaton
Model 1:72 kit which is superb especially considering the small
scale. Another very worthwhile addition to the library of any IDF
modeller from Desert Eagle.

If this new book looks familiar thats because it brings together the
two volume Tiger 1 on the Eastern Front and Tiger 1 on the
Western Front published in 1999 in a new, updated softback
format. The two original books have long been valued additions to
my references and if you did not find them the first time around
then this is not to be missed. With over 1000 pictures of the Tiger
1 this is a feast of archive references, divided up into units. The
Author’s excellent colour profiles are there throughout to bring to
life the archive photos and one or two have been modified from

the first editions to reflect new information. Also new are a three
page section on adhoc units formed in the last days of the war.
The print quality is fractionally darker than volume one with some
of the archive images suffering adversely. If you already have the
first volumes then you probably feel that so little has changed that
this will not replace the original hardback editions. For me the
biggest attraction here is that it pulls together a very
comprehensive, almost complete collection of photographs of the
Tiger 1 and it is an excellent modelling reference. 

Tiger 1 in Action 1942 -1945
By Jean Restayn
softback format, 288 pages, English text
Published by Histoire & Collections
ISBN 978-2-352502-94-4
www.casematepublishing.co.uk
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new releases

As always, E.T. never rest and have even more to extend their
massive range of detailing sets. E35-181 will add some finesse to
the brutish German 'Maus' from Dragon. The main help is a full set
of intake meshes and fuel drum straps with a delicate access
ladder included as a nice touch. Another Dragon kit that gets the
treatment is the recent 'Ostwind' release, E35-171 gives you all of
the usual Pz IV details, tool clasps, hatch locking mechanisms,
new exhausts and the huge spare barrel box, which should dent
up nicely. There are plenty of parts to enhance the gun with a new
front shield, ammunition load chute and spent cartridge catcher
tray. There is an excellent woven effect mesh for the catcher
basket too and replacement foliage loops for around the top of
the turret. EA35-092 is a complete set of fenders / mudguards for
the same Ostwind kit for the ultimate in fine detail and adding
realistic damage. E.T.s excellent minute retaining springs are also
included in this set. E35-182 is to fit the recent DML 'Ha-Go' Type

95, a lovely kit which will be all the more lovely using these four
etch frets and a delicate turned brass main gun. the set offers
engine deck mesh grilles and a complete replacement cover for
the exhaust muffler. An excellent fine braided tow rope is supplied
to replace the kit parts and there is a new stowage clasp
arrangement for the ropes. New replacement suspension covers
are provided along with a complete set of trackguards and tool
stowage clasps. Other nice touches are the manufacturers plaque
for the bow and replacement hinges and latches for the hatches.
Finally set E25-179 is to detail the Trumpeter UAZ-469 and
supplies radiator grille, new floor mats, number plates, bonnet
logo, mudflaps, light guards and tie down loops and straps for the
tilt.
www.etmodeller.com details the whole range of these top-quality
sets. 

E35-182

E35-171

E35-181

E35-092

E35-179

ET Model Detail Sets
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Surely this is the ultimate reference on the truck that was the
mainstay of US Army transport throughout WWII and Korea with
over 500 pages in this weighty study which is literally crammed
with photos it is hard to disagree. There is a brief look at the
design heritage of the truck and the six cylinder powerplant before
looking at the initial production models with great shots of factory
fresh examples and production lines. Chevrolet built CCKW trucks
are examined along with fascinating insights into the problems of
splitting production across different manufacturers with Chevrolet
unable to work with Philips head screws! The open cab version is
examined as are variants like the dump truck and tanker trucks
and the composite load bed designs. There is a detailed look at

the  production process for the truck as well as airborne and low
silhouette trucks. Accessory kits like the nose mounted A-frame
and .50 Cal ring mount and M45 anti-aircraft mount. Airforce
versions of the trucks are also covered, as well as specialised
engineer’s, medical, workshop, and signal corps vehicles. There is
a big chapter on Field use in WWII which includes some great
colour pictures and plenty of different modelling scenarios. There
is a small chapter on inter-war use and the final chapter looks at
service in Korea. A truely stunning work by any standards and an
essential reference work for the military truck enthusiast - highly
recommended. 

Another mighty reference from the pen of David Doyle which
provides the most comprehensive study of the famous
amphibious truck design. Over 300 pages of archive photos have
been brought together in this generously illustrated book to trace
the development of the DUKW, with the first trial prototype being
built in just 38 days from the receipt of the order. There are great
pictures of the initial trials showing how well the vehicle performed
and how similar it was to the final production type. The versatility
of the vehicle is demonstrated in further trials images with the
DUKW ferrying a 105mm howitzer ashore and also being used as
an artillery tractor once on land.  Two DUKWs tethered together
could also ferry a variety of vehicles including an M4 Sherman.
There are plenty of good shots of the engine and indeed the entire

chassis and a number showing the DUKW production lines at
different stages. Special cargo handling is discussed with
modifications to mount a 105mm howitzer in the vehicle,
ambulance fittings and V frame for cargo handling which could be
adapted to serve as a mast for a sail. The vehicle’s first
operational use in Sicily is covered along with its subsequent
operations in the extensive combat chapter which should provide
all sorts of modelling inspiration. Post WWII military service is also
covered along with service in Korea and the more bizarre hydrofoil
tests in the late 1950’s as well as the Super Duck and Drake
developmental series. Its all here and with a smattering of colour
photos and the odd colour profile this really is the ultimate
reference on the DUKW - superb! 

The GMC CCKW Truck in U.S. Service
By David Doyle
Published by Squadron Signal 
504 pages Hardback Portrait format
ISBN: 978-0-89747-724-6   www.SquadronSignalPublications.com

The Complete DUKW
By David Doyle
Published by Squadron Signal 
304 pages Hardback Portrait format
ISBN: 978-0-89747-720-8   www.SquadronSignalPublications.com
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Volume three in the World War Two photobook series from PeKo
covers a range of vehicles from Panzer I to Panzer IV as well as
35(t) and 38(t) in their large single image per page format. The
majority of the images are ones that I have not seen before
although there are also a few old favourites too in the mix. It was
certainly great to see some interestingly marked 38(t)s with big
turret numbers and a rare Panzer 1A knocked out in Poland.
There is a good selection also of Panzer II from the Polish
Campaign as well as France and Greece. Panzer III coverage runs
from the early short barrelled E models through to the long

barrelled M and some great views of an Ausf. J in Greece which
show the engine deck superbly and the unique way of stowing the
tow ropes tied to the improvised stowage frame in neat loops.
There is an equally good mix of Panzer IVs including an
interesting factory photo of the 100th production vehicle featuring
an interesting paint finish and commemorative markings.
Modelling inspiration a-plenty here and all those ‘fresh’ images
are going to mean this is a must have addition to the German
armour fan’s reference library.

Good to see some new releases again from the Aber team with
new upgrade sets and new generation barrel sets too. We begin
with set 35 255 which is an upgrade for the Bronco SU-152 kit
which provides new engine deck grilles, front mudflaps, hinged
mantlet cover plate, grab rails, cleaning rods with turned brass
tips, new periscopes, hatch latch mechanisms and all the usual
tool clamps. Very comprehensive as usual. Set 35 256 offers
complete replacement fenders for the same Bronco SU-152 kit,
ideal for the bent up fenders look. In 1:25 scale set 25 010
provides Panther/Jagdpanther fenders with the side rails and
hanging points but the side skirts are not included. 

New generation gun barrels now with 35-L26n for the Tiger 1 early
which features a screw mounted muzzle brake and for the new
Tamiya Elephant kit 35 L-140 is a 88mm L/71 barrel, also with
screw fit muzzle brake and the usual collar rings and photoetched
parts. 35 L-134 is a barrel for the Soviet 152.4mm howitzer to fit
Bronco and Trumpeter SU-152s and the ML-20 artillery piece and
the distinctive finned muzzle brake is beautifully replicated at it
comes with a adaptor collar to fit the kit parts. In 1:72 scale there
is a tiny 15cm Brummbar barrel 72 L-43. This tiny aluminium
barrel even has rifling grooves inside! Full details of these and the
rest of the range from www.aber.net.pl

Aber Detail sets and barrels
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Panzerwaffe on the Battlefield
By Péter Barnaky
Published by PeKo Publishing 
112 pages hardback landscape format
ISBN: 978-96-389623-2-4
available in the UK from Panzerwrecks www.panzerwrecks.com

35 L-140

35 L-26n

35 255

35 256

25 010

35 L-134

72 L-43
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Photoetch from Airfix? whatever next…seriously though it's good
to see Airfix up-to-speed with what more serious modellers want
to achieve with their kits. Our initial thoughts were confirmed
when removing the contents, Airfix have called on the experience
of Eduard to produce these sets ensuring high quality and design
that will work. Two sets are available, A65001 is for use with Airfix
kits A06301, A50121 and A50123- basically any of their 1:48 Land
Rovers with two frets providing some beautifully fine mesh
guards, seatbelts, chequer-plate and various fixtures and fittings.
A65002 is a single sheet of photoetch for the Coyote or Jackal

and will really enhance the 'stripped down' nature of these
vehicles with real finesse.
A set of eight vehicle crew figures are also available to
complement Airfix's modern British vehicles, the set contains 'in
action' troops and vehicle drivers / crew to fit the Coyote or Jackal
(the packaging states they will fit other vehicles with some
modification). A great idea,although the figures good for this scale
are a little chunky in places reminding us of 'wargaming' type
miniatures. All well worth picking up if you have any plans for the
vehicle kits.

Airfix 1:48 accessories

France's MK 35 have a vast range of
figures (including some excellent
civilians) but continue to release their
resin miniatures at a pace. These
individuals will combine effectively in a
Normandy beach scene all depicting
U.S. Rangers of the 2nd Battalion. F229
is running holding his helmet, F232 is an
unfortunate casualty, F233 is another
runner carrying (I think?) a Bangalore
detonation tube and F234 is at pace
clutching his M1 Garand. Still with a
running theme is F237, a fallschirmjäger
medic laden with equipment. All of the
figures are nicely cast in resin with some
fine detail and good sculpting. Très bien.
Find out more at www.mk35.com 

More high quality waterslide decals from the team at Archer and
more for the Commonwealth armour fan with these sets of ultra-
sharp markings. First is set AR77027 which provides UK
Independent Armoured Brigade unit signs for Summer 1943 to
Spring 1945 in three different sizes. Next is AR77032 which offers
UK and Commonwealth AOS signs for the same time frame, this
set covering the Royal Artillery. Set AR77036 covers AOS signs for
the REME units and junior brigades in infantry divisions. The final

sheet AR77034 provides AOS signs for RASC units and Infantry
divisions and each sheet comes with a concise guide to assist you
through what is a somewhat confusing system at the best of
times. Quality is exceptionally good and very much what we have
come to expect from Archer making them essential sheets for the
Allied vehicle modeller. www.archertransfers.com has details of
these and the entire range.
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MK 35 1:35 figures

Archer Fine Transfers
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 By 1943 the workhorse of the Panzerwaffe, the

Pzkpfw III became an obsolete weapon. Despite

the hulls being utilized for the StuG programme,

other versions carrying the 5 cm L/60 KwK 38

lacked the punch and sufficient armour to

withstand the changing condition of the

contemporary battlefield. And so many vehicles,

especially those of the early variants, were rebuilt

into special purpose vehicles such as

Bergepanzers, Befehlspanzer or StuGs etc. One

of the more interesting variants of rebuild

programme was the Artillerie

Beobachtungspanzer vehicle. It was an

armoured, forward artillery observer, cooperating

with the newly introduced Wespe and Hummel

self propelled artillery units. These vehicles first

appeared not long before the Kursk offensive,

they were mostly rebuilt from the Ausf. G and

Ausf. H variants. 

The BebPzWg had its main armament removed

and adopted a new mantlet with a centrally

mounted MG 34 for self-defence and a dummy

gun located to the MG’s left side. The early

versions of the vehicle had the usual Pzkpfw III

G/H headlights and tools layout. The tanks also

mostly carried turret schurzen. The dummy gun

was installed to enable them to operate without

drawing too much attention of enemy anti-tank

artillery among ordinary Panzer units, as these

were forward observers. The BeoPzWg had also

a long range antenna equipment to be able to

communicate with the artillery commands

located in the rear while operating on the

front-line. After Kursk many of these vehicles

underwent overhauls and so the layout of the

tools and headlights changed, many of the tanks

had Zimmerit applied. The vehicles were

attached to Heer and Waffen SS units. 

RADEK PITUCH MODELS  A  LATE  WWII  ARTILLERY
OBSERVER USING THE  OLDER GENERATION
1:35TH SCALE  DRAGON KIT

III AUSF.H
BEOBACHTUNGSPANZER 
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While browsing Panzerwrecks part 1 I
encountered a nice wartime photo of a
abandoned “late” BeoPzWg III. The tanks
sits in a courtyard in a French town,
somewhere in Normandy during the
fighting with Canadian forces. It is not
stated to which particular division it
belonged to but most probably it was
attached to one of the Waffen SS units
(either to 1st, 9th or 12th Waffen SS
Division). The vehicle is a Ausf. G updated
with a new armoured bosch headlight,
schurzen and zimmerit. It even bears some
remains of the original Panzergrau colour it
was once painted on the commanders
cupola (the cupola was sprayed Dunkelgelb
when the vision ports were closed).
Examining this picture and having an old
DML BeoPzWg III Ausf. H in my stash I
decided to give it a go. 
The old DML kit, with a bit of work, offers a
good basis for building a decent model.
Although to build a later version of the
BeoPzWg I had to add the Zimmerit and
schurzen to the turret. 

INSPIRATION

WHEELS AND TRACKS
I started the build by assembling the
wheels and tracks. The tracks come from
Modelkasten and are the 40cm early
pattern type. There’s much work and
cleanup needed here but the finesse of the
plastic is flawless. The tracks come with a
jig to help the assembly. You also need to
glue the guide horns separately, since the
early pattern tracks had hollow horns and
this is a technical issue that they’re injected
separately from the track shoe. Since I
used the kit wheels I needed to smooth the
edges of the rubber tyres a bit since these
older DML releases weren’t as accurate as
the latest releases. A bit of sanding helped
to sort the shape out. 
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KIT ASSEMBLY AND ZIMMERIT
As for the assembly, the build was
straight-forward, the fit of parts was good,
as common with most older DML releases.
I only replaced some details and added
some extras like tool clasps and clamps,
or PE engine air intake covers. I also drilled
the standard antenna hull mount, glued a
plastic rod to the antenna mounting itself
and this enabled me to make the antenna
movable and to remove it during the
painting. I also replaced the turret stowage
box for the much nicer one from recent
DML releases. It comes with the underside
details of the cover and I wanted to leave
this open to show some crew stowage
inside. I also added a jack block made of
balsa and aluminium strips to replace the

one piece kit jack block. As for the
schurzen I made them from scratch
despite having an Aber set dedicated for
the Pzkpfw III. I did that because it was
better for me to work with styrene and
aluminium than PE parts in this case. I
made an exact outline drawing with a
sharp blade of the PE parts and made
them by myself in thin plastic. The
brackets to the turret were made using
aluminium sheet. Hooks for spare tracks
that were carried on the front of the
superstructure were made of cut wire and
glued with CA glue.

Proceeding to the zimmerit, I first sanded
the areas where I was going to apply it to
key the surface so the putty will stick to it
better. Then by mixing Magic Sculp in 1/1
proportions I started spreading the putty

over the zimmerited areas of the vehicle,
first using my fingers then spread with a
spatula. It’s important to press the putty
during its application this will help it to stick
better. When all of the areas where the
tank had zimmerit were ready, using a
saw-like blade tool (mine coming from a
PE set from Voyager for a late Tiger I) I
started applying the pattern by dragging
the serrated blade through the putty (the
same pattern as used on Tigers and
Pzkpfw IVs). At this point of the job you
need to be careful not to remove too much
putty from the model so it’s good to dip
the tool from time to time in water. Thanks
to Magic Sculpt’s properties it’s easy to
add damage and flaking-off effects to the
zimmerit. Just use a sharp blade but be
gentle so as not to damage the plastic.
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PAINTING & WEATHERING
I started the paint-job with the tracks.
They were painted with Tamiya acrylics, a
light earth tone was chosen composed of
Nato black and Brown (JGDSF), then
using bright silver I enhanced the areas
that tend to polish during running. Later
on the tracks were weathered using
pigments from Vallejo’s range fixed with
Mig Productions Fixer solution. When I
had finished the tracks I set these aside
and continued with the rest of the model.
Initially it was painted in buff colour from
Tamiya’s range and the modulation
process was done using Lifecolors. This
paint offers a wide range of colours, they
dry fast, and are nearly odourless. I
composed a light sand colour based on
Gelbbraun tone. The highlights were
created adding a white-beige colour
(Lifecolor Dust type 2) and the shades
with addition of Worn Black colour. 

Most of the Beobachtungspanzers were
painted in single or two-tone colour
scheme but I wanted a more ‘Normandy’
look for my model. By using Lifecolor’s
Olivegreen and Redbrown, colours
coming from the german AFV
camouflage set, I painted some delicate
blotches on the whole tank excluding the
inner parts of the schurzen and turret’s
sides. After this was done I sprayed a thin
layer of gloss varnish. This in further steps
helped to apply the decals and also made
oil paints blend easier. I also started
adding some fuel and oil stains at this
stage as well as other weathering marks. 
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Next step was to paint the wheels. I used the same Lifecolor
Gelbbraun as a basis before weathering with a Light Sienna
pigment from Vallejo. I often apply the pigments onto wet surfaces
(soaked with white spirit), when these are dry I add corrections and
apply the Mig Prod. fixer. To add more colour and damp earth
effect I also used Mig’s Neutral wash which colour is in my opinion
perfect for such duties. The final touch was to add some oil leaks
from the wheel hubs, this was done with a fine brush and AK
Interactive track wash (I liked the colour and it’s consistency so I
used it for this purpose). The hull was weathered in similar manner

but this time I applied some pigments first, then soaked them with
fixer and again applied pigments with an old brush. After this
process I painted some delicate light sand scratches on the most
exposed areas of the tank, especially fenders. Then with a diluted
dark brown colour I painted a second layer of scratches.
Afterwards I also painted the areas where the zimmerit has flaked
off, I used a light grey colour, which is often visible in cases like
this. I must say I did the weathering of the hull in a different order,
because I usually apply the pigments in the final stages of the build
but this time I made a change to see how it worked.
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As mentioned earlier, Mig’s Neutral
colour wash was applied in random
places to emphasize the details of the
silhouette of the vehicle. Darker pin
washes were applied too (for example
on engine deck etc.) enhancing
smaller details. To apply the decals I
used the Micro Set and Sol decal
solutions since the rough zimmerit
texture needed good adhesion of the
decals too it. For the side number I
choose a stenciled in white number
‘03’. Air intakes of the engine were
slightly weathered with Lifecolor’s
Tensocrom series colour Smoke. 

The turret MG barrel was painted
using a very useful Lifecolor set that
comprises of gunmetal pigment,
three colours of gun metal paints and
two colours for wooden stocks of
weapons. I decided to use the gun
grey reflection colour for this purpose.
First you mix the paint and the
pigments carefully, then you paint the
desired piece and wait until it’s dry.
The final thing to do is to polish the
barrel with a brush and you get a
perfect gun metal shine finish. 
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FINAL TOUCHES
For the final touch I had to fill the
turret stowage box. By leaving it
open I wanted to show some of
the crews’ personal stuff, so I
added some bottles of beer,
rucksack, newspapers and a
backpack. This rewarding project
was now finished.
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